I. INTRODUCTION
The farm connects to three other DAQ subsystems (Fig.  1) . The event builder (EVB) takes detector data fragments from the front-end electronics crates and constructs complete events. The EVE3 passes built events to the farm as directed by the event data flow control subsystem (EDFC). The EDFC communicates with the second level trigger. the farm. and the Em. The second level trigger provides the EDFC with the trigger type of all events available for third level processing. The EDFC receives requests from the farm, matches them to the trigger's second level accepts, and instructs the EVE3 to fomard event data to specific processors. The last connection the farm makes is with the archival storage. Processors write In the Solenoidal Detector Collaboration (SDC) data events satisbing third level selection criteria to tapes. acquisition system (DAQ). complete events flow into an online computing subsystem for third level event selection. The on-line computing subsystem consists of approsimately 1000 processors operating in parallel 111. It is known as the processing farm or the farm. The farm's event input rate can be as high as I O kHz. Some processors handle only a specific event trigger type while others may process multiple trigger types. A scheme carehlly designed for load balancing the allocation of events to the farm is needed to increase system throughput and improve processor utilization.
SIMULATION MODEL
To investigate various DAQ control alternati\,es. the model is designed to be simple and flesible. The farm is a set of processors. Farm processors have unique identification values and are arranged in rows. Each row ma!' contain a different number of processors in order to assign \,aning degrees of computing power. Row managers, specialized processors connected to each row. store and fonvard ejmt 'ig. 1. The on-line processor farm's architecture. and its requests. The column of row managers connects to a farm manager which provides centralized processor control connections other S D~ D A~ subsystems,
The EDFC holds an AcceptBuffer and a RequestBuffer. The AcceptBuffer is an array of queues indexed by the set of trigger t)pes. It stores second level accepts that, upon arrival to the EDFC. could not be matched to any requests from the farm. For esample. the AccepBuffer places an accept with trigger type t at the end of the queue AcceptBufferlt] when there is no corresponding request. The RequestBufkr. like its counterpart. is an array of queues; however. it is indexed by processor identification values. and it stores requcsts that could not be matched with any second level accept from the trigger system. The RequestBuffer adds requests according to processor identification value. A request from processor p is appended to the tail of the queue RequestBuffer[p] (Fig. 2) .
In addition to the two buffers, the EDFC also contains a processor-trigger type table (PTT). The PTT helps regulate data assignments to processors. Two similarly structured tables compose the PTT (Fig. 3) Upon receipt of the event request. the EDFC attempts to match it to a pcnding second level accept with the same trigger type. If the request carries a specific trigger type (t), the EDFC accesscs AcceptBuffer [t] . As little as one entry constitutes a match since the AcceptBufFer sorts its members by trigger type. In fact. thc EDFC uses the first entry in AcceptBuffer(t] if it exists. The EDFC sends routing information to the EVB in the e\ent of a successful match. Included in the routing message is the event identification from the accept message. the processor identification given by thc request, and the trigger type specified by both messages.
If the EDFC fails to find a match. it stores the request in the RequestBuffer until an appropriate accept arrives from the trigger.
Matching gencral requests with pending accepts requires the PTT's assistance. When the EDFC receives a general request, it uses the PTT to provide a match. Beginning with the first trigger type (t) [p] . The action ensures that the next search attempting to match a pending request with an accept uses the same processor only after all other applicable processors have been checked. This is the second load-balancing strategy the model utilizes. The EDFC places unmatched accepts in the AcceptBuffer.
CONCLUSION
The model presents an efficient mode of communication between the SDC farm and EDFC. It enables users to so1j.e data acquisition challenges by optimizing the processing farm architecture givcn the distribution of physics events.
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